Y12686 - 350 lb Capacity Mesh Stool Assembly Instructions

Steps 1 & 2 - See Page to for base assembly instructions. Use longer gas lift included with stool kit, instead of the C gas cylinder.

- **Steps 4 & 5**
  4. Slide armrests onto notched sides of backrest & screw in both K - Armrest Stoppers using one I screw each.
  5. Connect backrest to mechanism using four I bolts.

- **Steps 6**
  6. Connect the seat/back upper portion and base/gas cylinder lower portion together by lining up with hole in mechanism. Set upper portion over lower portion and push down. Carefully sit in the chair to pressure fit together.

- **Adjustments**
  1. TO ADJUST LUMBAR SUPPORT PILLOW: Pull out on handle located on the bottom of the pillow and push the pillow up or down to adjust.
  2. TO MOVE LUMBAR PILLOW FORE/AFT: Locate paddle under the right side of the seat cushion and flip down to release. Move pillow in/out and flip up paddle to lock into place.
  3. TO ADJUST HEIGHT OF ARMRESTS: Locate lever on armrest and pull out to release. Manually move armrest up/down and push in lever to lock.

Questions? Please call 1-800-443-5117. Customer Service available 8:30 - 5:00 Central Time, Monday - Friday.
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****Warning****

Reclining while seated at an elevated height can be a tip hazard. For safety, it is recommended that the forward tilt lock be engaged while at taller seated heights.